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Analogy made in this presentation 

The theory of mechanics and research in 
structural engineering have enlarged the 
repertoire of structural engineering (what can 
be built and who can build it)  

The theories of learning and research in 
engineering education (REE) is bound to 
enlarge the scope of engineering education 
(what and how can be taught and by whom) 

 Technology alone solves logistical problems, it 
needs REE to also address pedagogical and 
cognitive issues 



Presentation contents 

An aspect of the dominant instructional 
theory: importance of prior conceptions 

Examples of students’ understanding of key 
concepts 

Research into uncovering students’ prior 
conceptions 

Conclusions: our role as instructors 



Instructional theory: adopting the learner’s 
perspective (student-centered teaching) 

People construct new knowledge and understand 
things based on what they already know and believe* 

Relevance to instruction 

Instructional decisions have to take into account the 
students’ pre-existing knowledge (preconceptions, 
misconceptions, incomplete knowledge, fragmented 
knowledge)  

If students’ initial ideas and beliefs are ignored, the 
understandings that they develop can be very 
different from what the teacher intends* 

 *Bransford et al. (2000)  



Research on learning of                    
domain-specific topics  

Pre-existing knowledge is accessed through 
qualitative diagnostic questions 

What is the shape of the earth? 

If you were to walk for many days  in a                            
straight line where would you end up? 

       (Vosniadou and Brewer, 1992)  

Students are aware of the difference between 
question types 

“Do you want me to tell you what I really believe or give the 
correct answer?” 

  (Mazur, 1997) 

 



Application of findings on learning of domain-
specific topics:  chemistry  engineering  

Ben-Zvi et al. (1986), J. of Chemical Education 

Instant 
coffee 

“Greek” coffee 
(in Greece) 

Environmental 
Geotechnics 
class, NTUA 



Research on understanding of specific 
engineering topics in geotechnics 

Two diagnostic questions for geotechnical engineering 

(1) A retaining structure is embedded in solid, impermeable 
bedrock to contain (a) water and (b) dry sand, reaching the 
same height. In which case does the retaining wall feel a 
greater force? Why is that so? 

 

βπάχορ βπάχορ 

νεπό ξηπή άμμορ 

(α) (β) 

H H 

(a) (b) 

water 

rock rock 

dry sand 

(Pantazidou, 2000) 



Research on understanding of specific engineering 
topics in geotechnics, cont’d 

 Two diagnostic questions for 
geotechnical engineering 

(2) In your opinion, in which 
type of soil you may 
encounter a higher porosity, 
in a sand or a clay? How do 
you justify your opinion? 

  
 (Pantazidou, 2009) 

 

Three soil columns with the 
same mass of dry soil = 40g 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

n=0.4 n=0.85 n=0.99 

(a) sand 
(b) kaolinite 
(c) bentonite 



Research on understanding of specific 
engineering topics: statics 

Steif (2011) 
 
ask fundamental 
questions about  
learning in a 
discipline 



Research on understanding of specific 
engineering topics: statics, cont’d 

Steif (2011) 
 
identify  
systematically 
students’ errors and 
misconceptions, 
classify them in 
categories 
(Steif, 2004) 



Research on understanding of specific 
engineering topics: statics, cont’d 

Steif (2011) 
 
develop and validate 
statics concept inventory 
of 27 questions  from 5 
classes of problems 
Steif & Dantzler (2005) 
Steif & Hansen (2006) 



Some conclusions  
about the needs of the “customers” (us!) 

Research in engineering education has gaps on topics 
such as: 

prior conceptions of students relevant to key topics 
(systematic efforts in some disciplines! *) 

The communities of the civil engineering sub-
disciplines need to pursue collaborations with 
engineering education researchers in order to: 

 address topic-specific gaps  

make efforts of instructors cumulative (peer-used educational 
materials, like textbooks!) 

 

 

 *NRC (2012): Report on Discipline-Based Education Research in Science     
  & Engineering  



Conclusions as a motto* 

The dual role of engineering instructors (with 

regards to engineering education research): 

  
informed and demanding customers! 

 

thoughtful and eager collaborators! 

 

*a short expression of a guiding principle (online Webster)  
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